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INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this study to approach the 
stereotypic quality of the mass media via one of ito products , 
the radio serial, in an attempt to determine whether or not 
degree of an individual's conformity to social pressures and 
values is related to her ability (i) to recognize these 
pressures as they are constantly reiterated within t he typi-
cal serial B.L'ld ( ii) to ability to predict future plot develop-
ments on the basis of these values and information presented 
within the serial. 
Because the communication process serves as a primary 
integrative force throughout complex societies in enabling 
social , political , and economic structures to function, it 
is to be expected that the mass communications media in any 
culture will be -structured and conditioned by the social 
pressures and va112:es of t hat culture . !:nsofar as man uses 
the same symbols as those found in the various forms of mass 
communications as a means of understanding himself , his role 
in society , and the values of· the group of which he is a mem-
ber, the mass media may be said to reflect and transmit , to 
reinforce,. the major values of a culture {1): by this con-
stant reinforcement and reflection, the media become 
1 
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stereotypic. It is possible over a long per:tod of time t hat 
the media may, in some i nstances, be the source or instiga-
tor of values, rather than simply a mirror· for existing ones . 
Lazarsfeld ( 10), Schra.ram ( 16) , and other contributors 
(14 , 17) to communications theory have written of their be-
lie_ t hat the products of the mass media are , for the most 
part , stereotyped . It would certainly appear that a concomi-
tant feature of all mass production , including that of' com-
munication , is a uniformity of products . In the communica-
tions f'ield , the radio serial particularly would seem to 
denonstrate this point, to give but one example . 
Stereotyping in communications could be said to obtain 
from two sources: a constant reiteration of the same general 
t hought content such as ideas and ideals: and , t he constant 
application of relatively strict formulas in the presentation 
of' these ideas . This is not to imply that there is little or 
no evidence of creative imag ination displayed in the products 
of our communications system. On the contrary , within the 
limits imposed by cultural norms and the mechanlcal strictures 
of the various media , imagination may certainly be manifest 
on the part of s 0111e communicators who present the same cul-
tural values less baldly than most of their cohorts . 
H~rever , this admitted stereotyping is both an under-
standable and observable condition . The media could not be 
expected to continually advocate the overthrow of our whole 
moral and economic structure , even for the sake of something 
original in entertainment , nor should they necessarily do 
so . However, one of the primary bones of contention regard-
ing that virtually institutionalized panacea -- the soap 
., 
I'. 
opera·; :is that to keep the listener satisfied with her lot , 
t .' 
however humble and unjustified that lot may be , would seem 
to be the prime motivation of the soap opera writers. The 
listener is never exhorted to "throw off her chainsu in a 
thoughtful effort to solve her own problems. Rather she is 
supposedly offered escape by the ready-made excitements and 
experiences inherent in mass entertainment. The use of the 
radio serial for excitement and pseudo-experiences may be 
only a harmless release for tensions, or, as mentioned , their 
use may delay or actually prevent the interpreter from at-
tempting to solve her own real problems (18) . 
Conflicts or stresses , within the individual and in 
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society, are believed by Tyler to figure prominently in deter-
mining the effects of the mass. media. Under stress individuals 
generally seek meaning in some form of structured experi ence . 
In a society such as ours in which insecurity and anxiety are 
said to be rampant, the individual may turn to resources such 
as the radio serial for affirmation of her trusted values 
and "cuesu as to solutions to her problems. If this is the 
function of the serial , the next question would be how it 
accomplishes this effect, what is its bridge from drama to 
reality. 
Every society has symbolic systems which structure 
the perspective from which the individual will vie;vr the 
world about him ( 19) . Symbolic rela tiona which color and 
control both the individual 's overt and private behavior 
are exemplified in the system of social classes found in 
our society . Within his particular class and within t he 
larger structure of which his own social class is a part , 
the individual is motivf;lted by socio- biological drives . 
Davis ( 4 ), in her theory of socialization, stresses the 
fact , as do Wtead (12) and :Newcomb (13) . among others , that 
in order to successfully survive as a normal human being, 
the individu~l must organize his biological nature into a 
social self and on this ba~is participate or interact with 
a minimum of conflict with others in his society while at -
tempting to gain a maximum of satisfaction for himself : in 
other words, he must conform to some extent t o the values 
and goals held by his culture or group ~ This conformity 
behavior presupposes that he must be sensitive to the 
meaning of s ~'lnbols . 
The serial has been said to serve primarily as a 
11verbal symbol system. tt ( 19) The serials' . audience , as 
members of society , have certain values and understandings 
in common by which they may interpret what is presented to 
them via the. media in terms of the customarJT symbolic be-
havior which is constantly manifested in the life around 
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them. Of course, each individual has , in addition, certain 
private symbols which will not be shared with most of the 
other group members but which also affect his interpretations. 
Thus we cannot predict with complete certainty what effect 
the serial content , or any of the other medias' content , 
will have on the llstener , how he will interpr•et the message , 
or how or whether he will use it in real life or fantasy . 
Because of the importance of their study in the field 
of radio, it is perhaps important to describe the Warner and 
Henry study (19) . Warner and Henry have conducted an investi-
gation to determine how a daytime serial functions and how 
it is used by its audience . In order to secure this informa-
tion , they first ascertained through content analysis the 
symbolic content of the serial and , through interviews, how 
this content stimulates the women in the audience both as 
members of society and as individuals with their own private 
worlds . They state that every individual in a given culture 
uses s~1nbols in two ways : publicly when his values and con-
cepts conform to group norms , and privately when he imbues 
the symbols with his own meanings . The daytime s erial is a 
symbol system which is of both private and public signifi-
cance to the individual . 
Because the middle class takes in the largest proportion 
of our population (19), it is the morality and values , the 
symbol system, of this class which seems to be constantly 
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mirrored by the media - through the r adio serial particularly , 
and which, in turn , contri bu te t o the stereotypic quality or 
the products of the media by being constantly re£lected in 
them. 
Middle- class women especially are supposedly constantly 
under pressure to abide by the norms and roles , the con-
ventions , of their class . The security and acceptan ce of 
these women is insured only so long as they are willing to 
recognize and live by t he code (19} inherent in all middle -
class family and social systems . The fact that these com-
paratively rigid systems do exist may be deplored by some, 
but t hey do function efficiently in providing a clearly-
patterned mode of existence for those who will live within 
them. Mead (12) and Davis (4) have shown that successful 
adjustment to the code or norms of a particular class depends 
on a lengthy training period during which the individual 
learns how to enact the r ole or roles all otted him within the 
social system . The soc ial system, of which the mass media 
are a part , continually reinforces the individual ' s desire 
to abide by the moral values of his group by reflecting these 
values and thus seemingly approving of and supporting them, 
thereby "legitimizing" them (10 ) . 
In the Warner and Henry study it was found that their 
control group of f i ve career women studied had a chieved more 
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inward and outward autonomy than the housewives . This 
autonomy was found in their attitudes toward themselves and 
the world around them as well as in their view of the radio 
serial characters . In this they might be said to be more 
non-conformist in their a ttitudes than the subordinated 
housewife . The career woman would not be so apt to turn to 
the radio serial for reassurance as to her role , nor to find 
it there since her role is generally depicted in the serials 
as a negative, conflictful one (19) . 
But there are other factors to be considered . Herzog 
{8) has pointed out that three sources of information must 
be examined before we can consider the effects of day time 
serials . First , we must obtain systematic knowledge of their 
content . A content analysis such as that reported by Rudolf 
Arnheim (2) is an i nit i a l step toward better perception of 
typical serial content . (Th i s content analysis will be dis -
cussed later . ) 
A second approach cited by Herzog is the comparative 
study of listeners and non- listeners 1 although this approach 
may be fallacious in designati ng cause and effect . And 
thirdly , a study of listeners themselves must be conducted 
prior to ascertaining the effects of daytime s erials . Herzog 
has attacked the problem primarily from the two last - mentioned 
angles (8) . 
It is hoped that this present study of the relationship 
between degree of conformity to social values and the ability 
7 
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to predict plot development on the basis of these values 
when presented in stereotypic plot form will prove contri-
butive in approaching the problem of stereotypes in the 
mass media from a slightly different point view .. Since , 
as was pointed out , conf ormi ty is an important outgrowth 
8 
of much social learning and adjustment to socie_ty , this 
approach. may fur,ther clarify the relationship between subjects' 
degree of conformity to cultural and social pressures and 
perception of these pressures and values as they ~re operative 
. ' 
- ( in a product of, the mass media: ~ . e a, the radi9 seri al . It 
is the thesis ' general hypothesis that the extent to which 
\ 
the subject does .conform to social pressures and values will 
be related to her abil~ty to recognize these norms as 
mir~ored in the serial ; that this in turn will contribute 
to her ability to predict future plot developments on th~ 
basis of these social ·values • 
CHAPTER ONE 
METHOD 
CHAPTER NE 
The present study represents an attempt to determine 
how stereotyped radio serials ar e in terms of subjects' 
ability to predict plot on the basis of background story-
line information. It is an attempt also to determine to 
what degree a relationship exists between subjects' predis -
positions to conform to social values and ability to predict 
a stereotyped plot which presumably reflects these values . 
"Social conformity , '' according to Bernberg ( 3) , "is defined 
by the tendencies of members of a society to manifest commu-
nality of attitudes and of behavior as a result of these 
influences .. " 
The following experimental hypotheses seem to follow 
from the problem: 
1 . Subjects' degree of ability to predict plot would 
indicate the extent to which a typical serial con-
sistently manifests the norms and values inherent. 
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in our culture which contribute to their stereotypic 
plot formula : i . e ., the higher the plot predictability, 
the more manifest these norms and values . 
2 . Certain characterist i cs , such as predisposition to 
conform to cultural and social pressures, will con-
tribute to the individual 's ability to predict 
stereotypic serial plot . 'I1hus we would predict that 
high conformists will be better able to predict plot 
than low conformists. 
3 . The greater the familiarity with radio serials, the 
greater will be subjects ' predictive ability. 
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4. High-conforming subjects will be more apt than low-
conforming subjects to base their predictions on past 
experience with radio serial listening because high 
conformists could be expected to perceive a familiar 
pattern or consistencies running through all serials 
and would apply this pattern to the present serial . 
High conformists might be more formula conscious . 
5 . Low-conforming subjects will be more apt to base 
their predictions primarily on present experience 
with the serials heard in the test situation because 
the low-conformis ts might be expected not to have 
looked for or been conscious of formulas or patterns 
when they were evidenced in their past experience 
with radio serials . Thus the low- conformists would 
tend not to relate the test serial to past serials. 
6 . High-conforming subjects will rate the main serial 
character higher on physical appearance and chAracter 
traits than will the low conformists . This is , 
in some degree, an outcome of the high conf ormists• 
projecting their ovm desired attributes and having 
them confirmed by the media. Low conformists will 
give a lower rating on the traits because they may 
be expected to place less value on and be less 
sensitive to such socially desirable traits as may 
be manifested in the serials. 
7. High-conforming subjects • ratings of traits held by 
the main serial character will remain at the same 
level before and after exposure to the test serial, 
being less sensit:l.ve to the idiosyncratic traits 
and more sensitive to the general role traits 
dramatized. 
8. It follows from the above (hypothesis #7) that low-
conform.ing subjects 1 rating of traits held by the 
main serial character will be lower than their before 
ratings afte r exposure to the test serial . 
9 . High conformists will have a more accurate stereo-
t~~ic picture of radio serials (as determined by 
questionnaire No . 2) before exposure to the test 
serial than will low conformists. 
Other variables besides conformity predispositions and 
familiarity with serials should, of course , be taken into 
consideration as affecting ability to predict . Such 
11 
variables might be I .Q., level of education, sex, age, and 
socio-economic background of subjects. For the purposes of 
12 
this study, however, conformity and famil iarity with radio 
serials are the two independent variables under investigation . 1 
Sex would be another variable affecting ability to predict 
serial plots . On the basis of previous'data (8, 2) it can be 
assumed that men would be less fa.milia~ w:ith serials t han 
women, even though these men might exhibit the same degree of 
con1'ormity as the women. Because of this and because familiar-
ity with or exposure to radio serials could be expected to 
enhance predictive ability, one should expect men to be poorer 
\ . 
predictors than women .. 2 
In sumraary then, we are studying how the ability to pre -
dict radio serial plots is related to subjects' predispoai-
tiona to conforn1 to social values , as this predisposition is 
measured by a. valid conformity te·s t . ?he per~.on who is _highly 
conforming to social pressures and values should be more 
easily able to' perceive these values as presented by the 
typical radio serial and should be able .to predict future 
plot developments on the basis of these social norms and 
values . 
•==:-"------·---
1 . Correlations between educational level · and predictive 
ability could not be detennined in this study because the 
majority of subjects were college educated and other edu-
cational levels were not represented to the extent that 
any significant conclusions or comparisons could be drawn. 
2 . Only nine men were included in our sa~ple , which was not 
enough on which to base any conclusions . 
CHAPTER TWO 
PROCEDURE 
CHAPTER '11\N 0 
Subjects 
Fifty- three subjects were used in the test situation . 
These comprised two groups -- the first a Boston University 
night school class, numbering thirty, in dolescent Psy-
chology: the second, which was split into two groups for 
purposes of test administration, consisted of twenty-three 
churchwomen . Nine men were i ncluded in the Adolescent 
Psychology or college group : however, these subjects were 
not included in the final analysis of results as they were 
too few in number to allow for any valid conclusions . 
Personal information was requested of all subjects as 
to their age , sex; occupation, and level of education (See 
Appendix I - questionnaire 2) . However , not enough subjects 
supplied all of this information to allow analysis of the 
results on the basis of these factors . 
Test Materials 
The test materials used consisted of three multiple-
choice form questionnaires (Appendix I) and two 15-minute 
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tape- recorded segments of a typical radio serial . The radio 
serial 11 Young Widder Brown" was used for testing purposes 
because it was adjudged1 to be a typical serial in the light 
of Arnheim's (2) findings . This was als o the feeling of 
Rowe in his analysis of radio serials (15) . The two 15-minute 
segments were chosen because they both occurred before a turn-
ing point in the story- line and thus allowed for prediction 
14 
as to developments in the next phase of the plot. The two 
segments embodied problems revolving around courtship and 
marriage , the most common type of problem found in serials (2), 
and money problems, the next most common type of problem . 
(See Appendix II for serial content.) 
The subjects were told , by way of establishing rapport , 
that this was a preliminary study in mass media and that 
none of the results were to be ranked: that the experiment~r 
was merely trying to standardize the technique and materials . 
The test materials were then distributed and the subjects 
were instructed to fill out the first two forms or question-
naires only - the third remaining face down to prevent its 
study . The subjects were not asked to indicate their names, 
thus allowing them the comfort of anonymity . 
The first test administered consisted of a measure of 
social conformity devised by Bernberg (3) . The instructions 
on the test sheet gave no information as to the purpose of 
the test. Ac cording to Be~nberg (3) the scores resulting 
1 . Judged by the author and Dr . Albert . 
I 
from this test are not significantly affected by educational 
levels, intelligence, socio-economic level, religion, age , 
sex nor cultural background in our society . The reliability 
and validity of the measure have been established. 
Bernberg has defined social conformity "in terms of a 
number of determinant areas ." The determinants are outlined 
as follows : 
"1) 
"2) 
"3) 
"5) 
Moral values as manifested in attitudes of 
responsibility toward groups , through typical 
sexual attitudes , through attitude toward law, 
government , etc* 
Positive goals as manifested through attitudes 
boward tong range planning , time perspective , 
through consistent attitudes toward shifting 
goals . 
Reality testing_ as E'lanifested in awareness of 
others ' attitudes toward him, learning by ex-
perience } the projection of reality to any life 
role. 
Ability to ~ive affection as manifested in 
attitudes toward marriage, family, children, 
attitude toward preseverative relationships, 
attitude toward women and sexual relationships . 
'l'ension level as manifested in attitude about 
concern with intir~tes, empathy and identifi-
cation, attitude toward personal threat, degree 
of self-satisfaction . 
11 6) Impulsivity as manifested in lack of inhibitive 
attitude patterns. 
"The items on the test ostensibly call for a judg-
r,1ent in quantitative ter•ms about a presumably 
determinable fact . Actually there is no known 
foundation in fact for a choice among the possible 
answers. Hence the tendency of the subject to 
deviate toward one extreme or the other is pre-
sumed to express a 'direction of perception ' 
based on his need-value s ystem." (3) 
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The second questionnaire, which subjec ts filled in 
immediately followlng the first, was designed to ascertain 
the sub jects' preconceived images of the "typical' radio 
serial , as well as their ability to predict. These precon-
ceptions and predictions were determined by questions as to 
typical locale of serials, typical problems and plot trends 
and a before measure of specific character and personality 
4 
traits believed by the subjects to be typical of the main 
character~ Subjects' responses were checked against what 
actually obtains in each situation, as determined in a study 
conducted by Arnheim (2). 
After subjects had responded to the first two question-
naires, the fi r st 15-minute tape - recorded segment of the 
radio serial was played . At the conclusion of this first 
segment, the subjects were then instructed to turn the third 
questionnaire face up and to answer the questions based on 
program #1 ~ The questions provided multiple choice responses 
for prediction as to the main character's behavior, secondary 
characters' behavior, and problem solution . 
After completion of the questions based on Program #1, 
the subjects listened to the second 15-minute segment which 
had been recorded two days after the first as no new informa-
tion had been provided in the intervening program. At the 
16 
completion of this second segment, the subjects were asked to 
answer the items in the third questionnaire based on Program #2. 
17 
These questions provided multiple choice responses f'or 
pred:tction as to the main char acter's future relation to 
secondary characters, a secondary character's relation to 
main and other secondary characters, and secondary cha~ac-
ters 1 future relations to the problem. This questionnaire 
also provided an after measure of' the degree of specific 
character and personality traits believed to be held by 
the main character in the serial. 
Provision was made in each question within the third 
questionnaire for ndon' t know" and "other't responses. In-
s t ructions were included at t he end of the third question-
naire which specif'ied that the subject review the answers 
i n the questionnaire and beside each one mark an X f'or those 
answers which were based solely on the subjects ' past experi -
ence with radio serials and an 0 for those answers which 
were based solely on the programs heard during the course of 
the test situation. For those answers which were the result 
of' a combination of past experience and the present test pro-
grams , the subjects were to mark XO. 
The enti.re experiment took app roximately one hour. It 
might be noted here that while on the \7hole subjects were 
most cooperative, a great deal of resistance was encountered 
by the author in the second group of churchwomen. This factor 
may or may not have biased the results , although there were 
no differences as to administrative procedure in this group 
other than a reiteration of instructions . 
CHAPTER THREE 
RESULTS 
CHAPTER THREE 
The responses were ana l y zed primarily in terms of the 
differences between high and l ow conformists ' ability to 
predict plot development . Further , it was attempted to deter-
mine whether any r elationship existed between high and low 
conformity and a tendency to base predictions on past experi-
ence with serials , present experi ence with the serial in the 
test situation, or a combinat ion of present and past experi-
ence .. 
The mean age of sub j ects in the college group was 26 
and in the church group 28 . The ages in the college group 
ranged from 39 to 18 , with the modal age at 21 . The age 
spread in the church group was much greater , ranging with 
a fairly equal distribution from 21 to 56 . 
Low and high conformists i n both groups were determined 
according to the quartile into which they fell on Bernberg ' s 
conformity scale . High conformists were those subjects 
whose conformity test scores fell in the lower quartile for 
a general college population and regular church goers . This 
quartile included scores ranging from below 4 . 8 to 7 .5 f or 
the college group and to 6 . 5 for the church group . Low 
18 
conformists were those subjects whose test scores fell in 
the upper two quartiles for a general college population 
and churchgoers. These quartiles included scores from 12 . 0 
and up for trte college group and 10.5 and up for the church 
group . The average conformists fell into the fourth or middle 
quartile with scores ranging from 7.5 to 12.0 for the college 
group and fro m 6.5 to 10.5 for the church group . 
TABLE I 
Conformity Test Scores 
High Conformist mean: 5.5 
Low Conformist mean: 20 . 3 
Difference between means: 
t - 7.4 
d .f. - 31 
College Group 
Mean: 12 
Median: 12 
Mode : 7 
Standard deviation: 7.141 
p • .001 
Church Group 
14 
14 
9 
9.644 
Comparison of Conformi~ Scores of 2 Groups 
z or t = . 909 
d.f. 43 
p 
-
.4 
A glance at the table above indicates that the spread 
of the conformity scores within the church group was greater 
than that in t h e college group , although both groups were 
comparable as to conformity scores. The conformity scores 
in the church group ranged from 43 (low conformists) to 4 
19 
20 
(high conformists) while in the college group scores ranged 
from 25 (low conformist) to 4 (high conformist) . The college 
group , excluding the males , contained 21 subjects of which 
eight were low and nine high conformists . The remaining four 
college- group subjects were considered average - ranking 
neither high nor low on the conformity scale . The church 
group was composed of 23 sub j e c ts of whom 11 were low and 
5 high conformists ¥ Again the remaining seven subjects were 
ave'rage as to conformity . The difference · in means between 
the .high conformists ' scores and the low in both groups was 
significant beyond the . 001 level . 
The level of education in both groups was comparable as 
the majority of the church group had completed or attended 
college . 
As has been menti oned , the second questionnaire . was 
designed to provide an indication of the stereotypic pictures 
held by the subjects as to the tttypical" radio serial .. The 
results indicate that the majority of both high and low con-
formists in each group listened primarily to musical radio 
pr ograms with new·s the second most favored program. The type 
of television program viewed most often by both high and low 
conf o;Mllists in both groups was evening drama . Only two low-
conforming subjects in the church group stated that they 
listened regularly to any of the four serials mentioned in 
the questionnaire. Neither of the serials to which they 
listened was the one used in the test situation . No one 
in the college group reported t hey listened to any of the 
serials regularly . 
The results pertaining to the stereotypic image were 
analyzed according to the correspondence of the subjects ' 
images to fact as derived from Arnhelm 1 s content analysis 
of radio serials (2) . Answers were analyzed as to correct 
low and hi gh conformists' responses in each group and then 
in both groups (college and church) combined . An analysis 
was then conducted of the responses of all subjects (high 
conformists , low , and average subjects) in both groups . 
The re sUlt s are indicated below . In some instances totals 
do not balance as one or two subjects may have neglected to 
answer the individual question . 
A study of 'rable II will indicate that no significant 
differences were observed between the responses of high and 
low conformists as to the correctness of their stereotypic 
image . Trends may be observed, however, in certain areas of 
res ponse·. . More low conformists than high tended to estimate 
incorrectly the probable locale of a daytime serial as being 
in a small or rural town (9 , 000 population) . The correct 
response is tta middle-sized town , 11 (50 , 000 population) , 
according to Arnheim. 
Another• trend is observed in that more low conformists 
than high tend to estimate incorrectly as to the main charac-
ter's and secondary characters ' most common occupational 
category . 
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Still another trend is evidenced in certain questions 
pertaining to problem or entation. Again , more low con-
formists than high estimate incor1•ectly as to the most common 
cause of a serial problem, how often problems are solved , 
and who or what is most apt to solve them. 
It would appear that our hypothesis that high- conformists 
would tend to have a more accurate stereotypic image of 
serials than low conformists has been partially substantiated 
in the trends indicated in Table II. 
Table III indicates significant differences in response 
in some areas pertaining to stereotypic image when all sub-
jects from both gr oups are combined. 
Questions pertaining to the sex of the leading charac-
ters, the existence of a problem and its effect yielded 
significant results in that the majorlty of all subjects had 
correct images in these areas . 
On the other hand , questions pertaining to the most 
common occupation of se condary characters and the most common 
type of serial problem yielded significant results in that 
the majority of all subjects held incorrect images in these 
areas . Of course, these questions offered much more room 
for variability in responses. 
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Trends were noted on the part of all subjects as to 
response in areas pertaining to the cause of the problem and 
who or what is most apt to effect a solution, and in frequency 
TABLE II 
Correctness of S_t_er~ot_y_pic Image 
college group church gr. both grOUJ2S 
# total correct total corr. high-low conformists 11# Category question low high low high compaz•ed x2 d.f. p 
right wrong 
high low high low 
Serial locale 8 5 3 4 4 7 9 7 10 1 . 163 1 . 15 ~ p :.:.~ • 10 
Character sex 9 7 6 8 4 10 15 4 3 . 385 1 . 35 >· p ,_,, .• 25 
Problem : .. . 10 7 9 10 5 14 17 0 1 . 829 1 . 25 > p ;::1 . 15 
existence 
Main character 11 2 5 5 4 9 7 5 12 2 . 261 1 .10 .:;:" p ;J> o05 
occupation 
2nd character 12 3 4 1 2 6 
occupation 
4 8 14 1 . 629 1 .15 ,> p .:?.• .10 
Main ·character 13 
traits 
Problem type 14 2 2 1 1 3 3 10 14 . 134 1 . 40 ;~ p ;;• .35 
Problem cause 15 4 7 4 2 9 8 5 10 1 . 231 1 . 15 ~":!> p;,.7- . 10 
Problem solution 16. 1 5 5 : 1 6 6 7 12 1 . 289 1 . 15 ":?P > .10 
frequency 
Problem solution 17 3 7 7 3 10 10 3 8 1 . 582 1 . 15 > P.? .10 
agent 
Problem effect 18 6 8 8 4 12 14 2 3 . 318 1 • 35 :J:· ;e_ .... '* . 25 
# - test of independence between high- low conformity and correct or incorrect resro nses . -
#' - 1- tail p- value (Edwards, p . 78-79) . 
ro 
~ 
TABLE III 
Correctness of Stereotypic Image- AllSubjects 
Category Question Right Wrong X 2### 
Serial locale 8 ~ ;t 22 oe· 
Character sex 9 35 g 17.908 
Problem existence 10 42 2 36.362 
Main character occupation 11 21 23 r <::<,., 
2nd character occupation 12 13 30 6 .720 
Main character t r aits. 13 
Problem type 14 11 32 10.254 
Problem cause 15 27 17 2.272 
Problem solution frequency 16 16 27 2.812 
Problem solution agent 17 25 17 1 . 522 
Problem effect 18 35 . 7 18 .666 
### test of goodness of fit of observations 
Y..XX 2-tail p-value 
d.f .. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
XXX 
-----2 
.99 
.001 
.001 
.99 
.01 
.001 
.20 > p / .10 
.10 .» p ;"' .,05 
.30 ..;. p :~ .20 
.001 
ro 
ff:> 
of problem solution . In the area of problem cause and solu-
tion agent , all subjects tended to hold correct images, 
while incorrect images were held as to the frequency of 
solution. 
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It would seem that on the whole , regardless of conformity 
predispositions , more subjects held correct stereotypic images 
than not , with variations in specific areas . The implications 
of these variations will be discussed later . 
The correct answers to this second questionnaire (see 
Appendix I) were applicable, for the most part, to the serial 
used in the test situation. The two tape-recorded segments 
of "Young Widder Brownn which were used presented a typical 
problem with typical characters and typical plot evolution 
in the light of the questions answered on the second question-
naire and Arn~eim 1 s delineation of the most common aspects of 
radio serials. 
The answers to the questions based on Programs number 1 
and 2 were analyzed according to correctness of prediction 
in the following categories: main character's behavior, main 
character's attitude toward secondary characters, secondary 
characters' behavior, secondary character's attitude towards 
other characters, secondary characters' contribution to prob-
lem creating, secondary characters' relation to the problem, 
and solutions to problems . 
The correct answers to the questions based on the test 
programs were arrived at by the author after almost daily 
listening to the serial in question for a period of approxi -
mately eight weeks. 
Tables IV and V indicate that no significant differences 
were observed as to high and low conformists' ability to pre -
dict plot on the basis of programs 1 and 2. Responses to 
question No . 1 on Program 2 (table V) were not included in 
the analysis. The answer to this question was contained 
within the program and to obtain valid responses, it was the 
intention of the author to stop .the tape-recorder and ask 
for the responses before the answer was revealed. However ~ 
I 
in one testing situation the author neglected to stop the 
recorder -- which made it difficult to get enough valid 
responses from which to draw any conclusions. 
Tables VI and VII indicate no significant differences 
when all subjects, regardless of conformity predispositions , 
were combined as to the .correctness of their predictions in 
the questions based on the main character's behavior, 
secondary character's behavior and problem solution. Highly 
significant results were observed, however, in responses to 
questions dealing with secondary characters' contributions 
to problem creating. The vast majority of all subjects pre-
dieted incorrectly in this category. Highly significant 
results were also observed on questions dealing with the 
secondary characters' attitude toward other characters. In 
this category, the vast majority of all subjects predicted 
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TABLE IV 
CORRECTNESS OF PREDICTIONS - PROG. #1 
Quest. College Group Church Group Both Groups 
Total Total Total total High-Low con-
correct correct correct correct formists '• 2·" low high low high compared X d.f . 
Right wrong ·. 
Hi':"lOW • · · Hi~l:Ow 
1 . & 3 . 8 9 9 4 13 17 16 22 . 010 1 
(main 
character's 
behavior) 
2. 4 3 5 1 4 9 9 9 1 . 925 1 
(secondary 
charact er's 
behavior) 
4 . & 5. 6 9 13 5 14 19 14 14 . 529 1 
(solutions 
to 
problems) 
6 . 7 . & 8. 11 15 11 4 :.19 22 28 38 .237 1 (2nd char. 
problem 
creating) 
TABLE V 
CORRECTNESS OF PREDICTIONS - Prog . fE_ 
l .. (out) 
2. 5 5 6 2 7 11 7 8 .359 1 
(main charac-
ter liking ) 
3 . & 6. 11 16 16 8 24 27 4 11 1 . 954 1 
(2nd char-
acter attitude 
4. 5. & 7. 13 16 17 9 25 30 17 26 . 355 1 (2nd char . 
relation to 
problem} 
8 . 
# Test of independence between high-lmv conformity and correct 
##or incorrect-l•esponses . l-tail p - value 
27 
p## 
. 9 
.10 "> p 
.05 
. 25 >p 
.15 
. 35 ' Pl 
, 25 
. 35>p~ 
. 25 
. 10 
.05 
.. 35 > 
. 25 
TABLE VI 
CORRECTNESS OF PREDIC'l'I ONS 
-
PROG . til 
All sub,jects 
Question Right 2## Wrong X d.f. 
1 .. & 3. 42 45 .. 102 1 
(ma in character's 
behavi or) 
2. 21 23 cC 1 
( s econdary char-
acter's behavior) 
4 . & 5. 40 46 .418 1 
(solutions to 
problems) 
6. ?. cC 8 . 44 85 13 . 030 1 
(2nd char. 
problem 
. 
TABLE VII 
CORRECTNESS OF PREDICTIONS - PROG . #2 
1. (out) 
2. 
(main char-
acter liking ) 
3. & 6 . 
(2nd char. 
attitude) 
4. 5. & 7. 
{2nd char. 
relation to 
problem) 
8. 
(main char-
acter tra its) 
All subjects 
24 19 eo(; 
69 15 17.357 
74 58 1.938 
## test of Goodness of Fit of Observations 
x.xx 2-tail p-va1ue 
1 
1 
1 
28 
XXX p 
.so > p . a70 
. 99 
• 70 .~· p . • 50 
. 001 
. 9 
.001 
. 20 p . 10 
correctly . A trend was also observed on the part of the 
majority of subjects to predict correctly as to the secondary 
characters ' relations to t he problem ~ 
Thus we see that although confor mity predispositions 
would not seem to influence ability to predict plot , certain 
aspects of the stereotypic pl ot are more successfully predicted 
than others by the majority of subj ects regardless of conform-
ity predispositions·. 
Questions No . 8 on the third questionnaire and 13 on the 
second provide an indication of the subjects ' preconceived 
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image of the main serial character ' s traits . A measure of t h i s 
image was obta i ned before exposure to the te s t seria l and after, 
which allowed observation of any change in the over-all ratings 
that might be a function of the test serial . As stated in the 
hypotheses , it was expected that the average ratings of high 
conformists as to characteristics of the serial protagonist 
would be higher than those of low conformists and would tend 
to remain at this level after exposure to the t est serials . 
High conformists mi0ht be expected to value so - called good or 
virtuous characteristics in themselves and others and would 
tend to look for further affirmation of these values by ob -
serving them in typical leading serial characters also . 
Low- conforming subjects might be expected to place less 
value on extremely virtuous traits or those traits which are 
co~~only held as desirable by our society . Therefore , they 
may be more · insensitive to these traits when manifested in 
the serials or may distort them to .fit their own values . Low 
conforming subjects might therefore tend to rate the main char-
acter's traits even lower after exposure to the test se rial 
than previously . 
Tables VIII and IX represent the ratings of high and low 
conformists in both the college and church groups as to the 
traits of the leading serial character. These ratings were 
obtained before exposure to the test serial. The number 5 
represents the highest possible degree of a trait : i.e ., very 
smart; and the number 1 represents the lowest end of the con-
tinuum: i . e., dumb. The number 3 indicates the midpoint of 
the rating scale: i.e . , average intelligence. 
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The traits on which the main serial character was rated 
were: 1. intelligence; 2 . loyalty; 3 . appearance ; 4. honesty ; 
5 . disposition; 6. generosity ; 7. cleanliness; and 8 . j ustness . 
ObviouslJ , our h rpotheses were not substantiated by the 
results indicated in Tables VIII and IX as in one group the 
high conformists produced the higher average rating, but in 
the second group the low conformists produced the higher average 
rating . In comparing bo th groups we find the low conformists 
give a higher rating than the high . 
Tables X and XI below indicate the ratings from high and 
low conformists in both groups after exposure to the test serial . 
TABLE VIII 
--
TRAIT RATINGS BEFORE EXPOSURE (COLLEGE GROUP) 
Average 
Trait 
rating 
per trait High Conformists - No . = 9 LoVI Conf . No .= 8 
Intelligence 3 . 4 31 4 3 4 3 1 5 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 5 
Loyalty 4 . 4 40 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 3 4 3 5 4 4 5 4 5 
Appearance 4 . 2 38 5 5 5 5 3 4 4 3 4 4 5 5 5 4 4 5 
Honesty 4 . 3 39 5 5 5 3 5 5 4 5 2 5 2 5 5 3 5 4 5 
Disposition 3 . 0 27 5 3 4 1 3 1 4 4 2 4 2 4 5 2 3 3 5 
Generosity 4 .1 37 5 5 5 4 3 4 4 5 2 5 2 5 5 2 3 3 5 
Cleanliness 4 . 4 40 5 5 5 3 5 5 4 4 4 3 5 5 5 3 2 4 5 
Justness 4 . 2 38 5 5 5 3 3 5 4 5 3 3 2 5 5 3 5 3 5 
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comparison of high- low average rating 4 . 02 average rating :: 3 . 98 
conformists 
total no . of ratings 72 total no . ratings = 62 
t = . 004 
standard deviation .055 standard deviation = . 048 
d . f .= 15 
p = .c_. 9 
X 
3 . 2 
4 .. 2 
4 . 0 
4 . 2 
3 . 5 
3 . 7 
4 . 0 
3 .8 
26 
34 
32 
34 
28 
30 
32 
31 
247 
~ 
1-' 
TABLE IX 
TRAIT RATINGS BEFORE EXPOSURE - (CHURCH GROUP) 
Average 
Trait 
rating High conformists 
per trait No . : 5 Low Conformists - No . = 10 X. 
Intelligence 3 . 4 17 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 5 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 3.7 
Loyalty 4 . 0 20 5 4 3 5 3 5 5 5 4 3 3 5 5 5 5 4 . 5 
Appearance 3 . 6 18 5 5 5 3 3 4 5 4 5 5 3 5 4 4 4 . 2 
Honesty 3 . 8 19 3 5 3 5 3 5 5 1 4 3 3 5 5 5 5 4 . 1 
Disposition 3 . 2 16 5 3 3 1 4 3 4 3 3 2 1 3 5 3 4 3.1 
Gene1•os i ty 3 . 8 19 4 4 3 5 3 5 3 4 3 5 5 4 4 5 5 4.3 
Cleanliness 4 . 0 20 5 3 3 5 4 5 5 5 4 3 5 5 4 5 5 4 .6 
Justness 4 .0 20 5 5 3 4 3 5 5 1 4 3 4 5 4 5 5 4 .1 
149 
comparison of high-low average rating 
conformists 
= 3 . 82 average rating = 4 .. 07 
total no . ratings = 39 total no . ratings = 80 
t = . 002 
standard deviation •• 102 standard deviation • , 050 
d. f . = 13 
p • ' . 9 
37 
45 
42 
4l. 
31 
43 
46 
41 
326 
~ 
ro 
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Again the hypotheses were not substantiated . In looking at 
the ratings of high and low conformists from both groups, we 
find them quite similar . It may be further noted that while 
the high conformists in both groups produce a higher average 
trait rating after exposure to the test serial than before , 
the low conformists , instead of giving a lower rating as 
expected, also slightly increase their average rating when 
both groups are combined ~ These changes are not statistically 
significant however ~ 
The average ratings per trait for all subjects both before 
and after exposure to the test serial are indicated below . 
Trait 
Before Exposure 
Average Rating 
! . Intelligence 3,.58 
2 . Loyalty 4 . 21 
3 • Appear a nee 4 . 25 
4 . Honesty 4.16 
5 .. Disposition 3 .. 31 
6.Generosity 4 .. 02 
7 .Cleanliness 4 . 29 
8 . Justness 4 . 01 
over- all average rating for all 
subjects before exposure = 3 . 97 
After Exposure 
Average Rating 
3 ,. 29 
4 . 39 
4 . 13 
4 . 50 
3.38 
4 . 53 
4 . 52 
4 . 41 
Over-all average rat ing 
for all subjec ts after 
exposure • 4 . 11 
In most cases, there is a tendency on the part of the 
majority of subjects to rate the main character ' s traits higher 
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after hearing the test serial . This isconspicuous ly not so as 
regards intelligence, . however . Apparently nyoung 'tidder Browntt 
did not impress the subjects as being overly bright. 
The questions on the test serial were also analyzed as 
to whether subjects based their predictions on past experience 
(X} with radio serials, the present test serial alone · (0), or 
a combination of the test serial and past experience (XO) . 
Tables XII and XIII (below) indicate the number of responses 
which were based on each of the categories by the high and low 
conformists and on the part of all subjects in both groups. 
A glance .at table XII will indicate that in responses 
dealing with the main character' s ·behavior and solutions to 
problems a trend was found in that high conformists base their 
predictions in these categories primarily on past experience 
with radio serials. Significant results are observed on 
questions dealing with secondary characters' contributions to 
problem creating . High conformists again base their predic-
tions primarily on past experience while low conformists base 
theirs predominantly on present experience or the taped program. 
A trend is displayed on the part of low conformists to 
base their predictions on past experience or the test serial 
when dealing with questions pertaining to solutions to prob-
lems .. 
Questions dealing with the main character's attitude 
towards a secondary character and secondary characters' 
TABLE X 
TRAIT RATINGS P~TER EXPOSlmE TO TEST SERIAL - (COLLEGE GROUP) 
Trait No . X averag e 
rating Hi conformists Low Conformists 
per trait No. = 9 No . = 8 X 
Intelligence 1 . 3 . 1 28 4 . 3 4 1 2 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 2 3 4 2 4 3 . 2 26 
Loyalty 2 . 4 . 6 42 4 . 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 3 2 5 3 5 4 3 5 3 . 7 30 
Appearance 3 . 4 . 3 39 55453§"444 3 5 4 5 3 5 3 4 4 .0 32 
Honesty 4 . 4 . 6 42 5 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 4 5 3 5 5 4 3 3 5 4 . 1 33 
Disposition 5 . 3 . 3 30 4 3 4 1 3 4 4 5 2 5 3 3 4 3 1 2 5 3 . 2 26 
Generosity 6. 4 . 6 42 5 . 5 5 4 4 5 4 5 5 5 2 5 5 5 3 2 5 4 . 0 32' 
Cleanliness 7 . 4 . 3 39 5 5 5 3 5 5 4 4 3 5 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 4 .7 38 
Justness 8 . 4 .3 39 5 5 5 3 5 5 4 5 4 5 3 5 5 4 5 3 5 4 . 3 35 
-
301 252 
Comparison of high- low 
conformis t s 
t = .028 average rating = 4 . 18 average rating = 3 . 93 
d . f .= 15 total no . ratings 
-
72 total no . ratings = 64 
p • <.9 3 . D • • • 055 S . D • = . 062 
mean change - T = . • 001 mean change - T = . 055 
d .f •• 9 d .f. = 8 
~ 
= '- . 9 p • -... . 9 
en p 
TABLE XI 
TRAI T RATINGS AFTER EXPOSURE TO TEST SERIAL - (CHURCH GROUP) 
X Hi Conformis ts Low Conformists X 
No . = 5 No . • 10 1 • ..... ~-.-e6----"~1~8~----·---o 3 3 4--3 3 5 3 3 5 3 3 4 2 4 3 . 5 35 
2 . 4 . 4 
3 . 4 e6 
4 . 3 . 2 
5 . 3 . 0 
6 ., 4 . 2 
7 . 4 . 6 
8 . 4 . 4 
22 
23 
16 
15 
21 
23 
22 
160 
5 5 4 5 3 
5 5 4 4 5 
3 5 5 3 
1 3 4 3 4 
3 5 5 5 3 
5 5 3 5 5 
5 4 4 5 4 
Comparison of h i gh-
l ow c(nformists 
5 5 
5 5 
5 5 
3 4 
5 5 
5 5 
5 5 
5 4 5 4 4 5 5 5 
5 3 5 4 3 4 3 5 
5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 
5 3 3 2 4 1 3 4 
5 3 5 3 4 5 5 5 
5 3 5 5 4 4 5 5 
5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 
4 . 7 
4 . 2 
4 ., 9 
3 . 2 
4 . 5 
4 . 6 
4 . 8 
t = . 029 
d . f . = 13 
average rating = 4 . 10 
total no . ratings = 39 
average rating : 4 . 30 
total no . ratings = 80 
p • 
-· 9 S. D. 
mean .change 
= . 102 
T = . 028 
d.f •• 5 
p = ..• 9 
S .D • = . 050 
mean change - T = . 023 
d . f . = 10 
p = . 9 
47 
42 
49 
32 
45 
46 
48 
344 
~ 
m 
attitudes toward others exhibit significant results in that 
both high and low conformists base their responses primarily 
on the taped programs . 
The trait ratings of the high confonnists were based 
equally on past and a combination of present and past e xperi-
ence, while the majority of t he low conformists based their 
trait ratings on the taped programe 
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Table XIII indicates a trend on the part of all subjects 
regardless of conformity predispositions to base on the taped 
program their predictions dealing vlith secondar y char acters r 
contributions to problem creating, main character's att i tude 
towards a secondary character, se condary character's attitudes 
towards others , secondary charac ters' relations to the prob-
lem, and leading character's traits . A trend is observed in 
t he category dealing with solutions to problems in that the 
ma jority of all subjects tend to base their predictions on 
past or on :present experience rather than on a combina t ion 
of the t wo . 
It wouldappear that high conformists have a t endency to 
b as e t he r predictions dealing with t he first program primarily 
on past experience - regardless of what aspect of the serial 
the question deals with. Thus our hypothesis that high con-
formis ts would tend to base their predictions primarily on 
past experience appears to be partially substantiated . Pre-
dictions based on the second program are derived from the 
TABLE XII 
TIME ON WHICH PREDICTIONS ARE BASED 
-- Prog.#l -
College Church Both Groups 2# Lows Highs Lows Hiehs 'H'Ig'f.is Lows X d . f e pxx 
f:estion =.:o-xo x o x o x o xo x o xo x o xo x o xo 
: &3 . 5461051666 2231274111012 4 ~ 205 2 . 20 :> p ;-~ . 1o 
main character'n 
b ehavior 
2 .. 2 3~3 3 2 3 3 3 1 1 2 4 4 4 5 6 6 - 2 
secondary char· . r-·· . 
behavior 
.. & 5 . 7 5 4 ]3 1 2 8 8 2 2 3 3 ]5 4 5 15 13 6 3 . 596 2 . 20 .> p .. • 10 
solutions to 
roblems 
6 . 7 . & 8. 7 9 4 .14 6 3 9 14 4 1 5 5 15 ll 8 16 23 8 9 . 905 2 • 01 
2nd chars.c ter 
problem ere-
ating 
1. (out) 
2 .. 0 3 3 1 5 ~ 1 7 1 0 3 1 1 8 3 110 4 7 . 060 2 • crs· ... ~-:P ·._ -.o-2 
(main char .. 
likins;) 
3 . & 6 . 1 6 5 2 lJl. 3 214 2 0 6 2 217 5 300 7 6 . 218 2 . 05 .... 
(2nd char . 
attitude) 
4 . 5 . & 7 . 4 9 6 7 9 5 7 1$ 6 1 8 3 8 17 8 ll 22 12 • 075 2 . 98 -~ p . . 95 
(2nd char . 
relation to 
oroblem) 
8 • 16 1s 8 JB 3 19 2 as 7 a 1-7~6 4 ze rs ss 1s 4~ . 472 2 . 001 
leading char . 
traits 
# - test of independence between high- low conformity and responses based on past , 
present, and past - present . 
y~ - 1- tail p- value 
~ 
co 
TABLE XIII 
TIME ON WHICH PREDICTIONS ARE BASED 
Quest e 
1 . & 3. 
(main char .. ' s 
behavior ) 
2 . 
- -
X 
24 
(secondary 10 
char . 's behavior) 
4 . & 5 . 
(solutions to 
problems) 
6 . 7 . & 8 . 
(2nd .. char. 
problem. cre-
ating) 
1 . (out) 
30 
32 
2. 2 
(main character 
liking) 
0 
29 
16 
27 
43 
25 
3 .. & 6 . 
(2nd char . 
attitude) 
5 51 
4 . 5 . & 7 . 
(2nd char .. 
relation to 
21 56 
problem) 
8 . 34 , 97 
All Subjects 
Program #1 
X
2
xx 
xo 
21 1 . 292 
12 1 . 481 
19 3 . 339 
24 5 . 51 4 
Program #2 
9 8 . 644 
16 46 . 897 
31 18 . (])55 
52 34 . 522 
d . f . 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
. 70 If' p / . 50 
e50 : p . 30 
. 20 p . 10 
. 10 p ' ., 05 
. 02 p .~ . 01 
. 001 
.001 
. 001 
XX test of Goodness of Fit of observations 
2 = 2- tail p - va1ue 
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test program for the most part. Surprisingly enough, the 
trait ratings of the high conformists after exposure to the 
serial were not based primarily on present experience, as 
might be e~ected, but were evenly divided between present 
and past experience. Perhaps the high conformists did not 
find in the main serial character the traits they hoped or 
expected to find and thus they depended more on their stereo-
typic image for structuring of their judgment of the main 
character's traits . 
Low conformists do not show such a consistent trend as 
the high conformists in the time orientation of their pre -
dictions based on the first program* They do tend to rely 
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on the taped prograw~ sooner than the high conformists as a 
basis for predictions , it would seem. In contrast with the 
high conformists, the great majority of lows base their trait 
ratings after exposure to the taped progra~s on these programs . 
Perhaps the low conformists, not holding such a definite or 
accurate stereotypic image of serials or serial character's 
traits to begin with, had a more open mind as to judgment of 
tbe present traits and did not need to look to past experi-
ence to help structure their judgments . 
The majority of all subjects ~ i t was seen, tend to base 
their predictions on the taped programs , regardless of the 
type of question or information sought or the conformity 
predispositions of the subject. This mieht lead us to believe 
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that it is present experience which is most important in 
determining the individual 's decision regarding an unambiguous 
situation, although the high conformists do tend to rely on 
past experience when encountering a new situation . 
On the whole, the results appear to indicate that there 
is no great difference between the number of high and low con-
formists in the sample !1olding correct and incorrect stereo-
typic images of radio serials, although an over-all trend is 
observed in that high conformists tend to have a more ac curate 
i mage than low conformists. Also , although on the whole more 
subjects have corr·ect thari incorrect s tereotypic images , some 
aspects of the image held by all subjects are more accurate 
than others depending , it would seem, upon the degree of 
ambiguity present in interpreting the situation . Just as 
certain areas of the subjects ' stereotypic image were more 
accurate than others, so their ability to predict on the 
basis of the taped programs was better in some areas than 
others . There seemed to be a slight relationship between 
the areas in which correct images obtained and those areas 
in which prediction was also correct . Faulty images were 
held by the majority of subjects as to ·some aspects of the 
secondary character and the serial problem and these faulty 
images may have contributed to the fact that the vast majority 
of subjects predicted incorrectly on the basis of program No . 
1 as to the secondary characters' relations to problem creating. 
(table VI) However, the majority of subjects after hearing 
program 2 predicted correctly secondary characters' relations 
to the problem; this seems to i ndicate that preconceived 
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i mages may structure the i ndividual' s judgments in an u.n.fe.miliar 
situation, but that with an increased familiarity with the 
present situation.comes an increase in tendencies to base 
interpretations primarily on the present situation and these 
interpretations, of course , would tend to be more accurate . 
More important , however , the results indicate that high 
or low conformity does not appear to have much , if any , bear -
ing on subjects' ability t o predict a stereotyped plot. The 
fact that the majority ofall subjects tend to base their 
predictions on the taped program is perhaps to be eA~ected 
in view of the fact that most of the subjects probably did 
not listen to radio serials regul arly and consequently were 
not particularly familiar with their format . There does no t 
appear to be any reliable difference between high and low 
conformists and the time on which they base their predictions . 
The majority of subjects tend to base their predictions on the 
taped programs , although h i gh conformists do tend to look to 
past experience in interpreting a new situation . 
CHAPTER FOUR 
DISCUSSI ON OF RESULTS 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
On the basis of the results obtained there does not 
appear to be any statistically significant correlation between 
conformity predispositions and ability to predict a stereo-
typed plot reflecting social pressures - However, that the 
plot found in our test serial was stereotypic gains affirmation 
in the fact that no reliable difference was observed in high 
and low conformists' ability to predict it . Perhaps i f the 
progr~1 had not been of such stereotypic quality and its mean-
ing more ambiguous , personality and value differences of high 
and low conformists would have entered into predictions to a 
greater extent. It appears from this study that personal 
values and past experience are not utilized to a large degree 
by the individual to structure an unambib~ous situation. 
Another limitation might be aclrnowledgeq viz., that the 
situation under which the subjects heard the test serial was 
an artificial one. Subjects were not afforded the comparative 
privacy which generally accompanies serial listening. There-
fore, because serials are generally scorned by the educated 
or discriminating pers on as being dire cted at those of inferior 
intellect, the subjects in our sample, who in the majority were 
college educated , may have been anxious to convey to the 
other group members her feeling that anything to do with 
radio s·erials was not worthy of her attention . If the sub-
jects did feel that the experimental situation was an insult 
to their intelligence or tried to convey this impression to 
the group , it is very possible that · the accuracy or validity 
of the responses would be distorted by carelessness or inat-
tentiveness . 
It is the feeling of the author that this attitude did 
obtain in the churchwomen's groups , where personalities and 
group cohesiveness (13) entered in to a much greater extent 
than in the more formal classroom situation of the college 
group . 
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This observation points up the suggestion that more valid 
results might be obtained if subjects were exposed to the ex-
periment one at a time . This procedure was prohibitive in 
this case due to the length of time necessary (one hour) to 
conduct the experiment. In a situation of this type , where 
interest on the part of the subjects might be a variable 
affecting the validity of responses , it might be more feasible 
to inform subjects that they would be ranked on the correctness 
of their answers. This administrative pro cedure would probably 
be more effective in a classro om situation. 
To refer again to our hypotheses, it was presumed that 
the degree of ability to predict plot evidenced by the subjects 
would be an indication of the extent to which the typical 
serial manifests the norma and values inher ent in our cul-
ture . That the typical serial does reflect our cultural 
norms and values has been independent ly es tabli shed by 
other contribu t or s to the field of mass media (1 1 19) . That 
ther e is a definite format which underlies the outwardly 
varied plots is also generally accepted (2) . The fact that 
all the subjects in the sample , regardless of conformi ty 
predispositions , were not consis tentl y able to predict cor -
r ectly does not tempt us to state that, therefore , cultural 
values are not manifest in radio serials .and that. radio 
serials are not b~sically stereotypic: . but rather .that i t 
is not possible to ~eneralize to every aspect of a specific . 
serial on the basis of the ster.eotype .. 
It s!1ould be noted that all subjects frn.p:r:o.ved in a bill ty 
to ·predicti correctly the longe r they were exposed to the test 
pron"r"'m .. This is not surpris i ng when we realize their in-
formational l evel was rising the longer they listened. HoVT -
ever , it may indicate that regardless of preconceived i mages , 
personal values , and previ ous experience, familiarity with 
the present situation plays the most potent part i n tr•u c tur -
j_ng the i ndividual ' s perspect ive . As has been pointed out, 
where a situation is ambiguous of interpretation , the indi-
vidual may be expected to ·rely prLmarily on his own judgment 
and past experience . As the present situation becomes more 
clear, t:he individual is able to judge it as an entity -
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being no longer dependent on past experience for interpretation v 
In this light, the category allowing f or indication of 
predictions based on a conioination of present and past experi -
ence was found to be self - defeat ing to a degree. A more defi-
nite pi cture of the time on which predictions were based could 
have been secured if subjects had been restricted to either 
present or past . However , results do indicate that the 
majority of all subjects , regardless of conformity predispo~ 
sitions , tend to base their predictions more and more on the 
present {the test program) the longer they are exposed to it , 
• whereas previously they tended to base their predictions on 
past experience ~ith serials . This, too, would seem to be 
a log ical development as it would be unrealisti c to judge an 
unambiguous present situation by unnecessary reference to 
past situations . 
hile the low conformists tend to follow the above-
mentioned pattern, and thus substantiate our hypothesis that 
low conforming subjects will be more apt to base their pre-
dictions priwArily on the test serial alone, the high con-
formists are not so definite in this tendency . Nei ther, 
however , do they base their predictions primarily on past 
experience, as was originally hypothesized. It was thought 
that high conformists might use past experience with serials 
as a basis for prediction be cause they might be more apt 
'than low conformis ts to expe c t the present serial to follow 
patterns observed in other ser ials . This hypothesis appeared 
to be substantiated by the ~act that the majority of high 
conformists did base their predictions on the past in dealing 
with questions on the first program when they were not so 
familiar with the present situation. However , except in the 
category dealing with the secondary characters ' contributions 
to problem creating , there were no significant differences 
between high and low con~ormists and the time orientation of 
their predictions on the basis of the first program . 
While it is true that high conformists tend to have a 
more accurate stereotypic image of serials than low , their 
ability to predict in the present situation was not ostensi -
bly affected by this image . This may be because , while radio 
serials do have a basic stereotypic pattern, individual vari -
ations on this pattern do not,permi t generalizations to every 
aspect of all serial plots; and t h is same limited variation 
may be the basis of the serials' interest for their listeners . 
A correlation might be expected between the areas in 
which subjects held accurate stereotypic images and the 
areas in which they were able to predict correctly on the 
basis of the taped programs.. It must be mentioned here that 
the categories of questions on the second questionnaire were 
not so closely correlated with tne categories on the third 
questionnaire as to allow for direct and highly valid compari -
sons .. Rowevers where comparison was possible , it 1!1 .found 
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that t here was a correlation between correctness of the image 
and ability to predict plot. The majority of subjects, for 
example , had incorrect images as regards the secondary char -
acter in a serial and were a l so not so successful at predicting 
where the secondary character was concerned on the basis of the 
first program. As has been pointed out , ability to predict in 
all categories increased the longer the subjects were expos ed 
to the program: and , in keeping with this , on the basis of the 
second program, the vast majority of all subjects predicted 
correctly where the secondary character was concerned (table 
VII) . On the whole , most subjects regardless of c onformity 
predispositions had quite accurate stereotypic serial images , 
which did not , however 1 seem to inc r ease their ability to 
predict correctly on the basis of the first program when 
they were first introduced to a stereotype based on their 
image .. 
It as also hypothesized that high-con~orming subjects 
would tend to rate the traits of the main serial character 
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higher than would the low conformists both before and after 
exposure to the test serial . It was believed that the high 
conformists would place more emphasis on socially desirable 
traits . This hypothesis was not substantiated, however , in-
dicating again perhaps that high and low conformity to soc ial 
pressures do not operate in structuring an unambiguous situation. 
Also , this might serve to explainthe finding that while the 
average trait rating of the high conformists was raised 
after exposure to the test serial, the low conformists also 
raised their average r atine , contrary to the hypothesis that 
they would lower it . 
4.9 
CHAPTER FIVE 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER FIVE 
At the outset it was proposed that we were to determine 
whether or not degree of an individual ' s conformity to social 
pressures and values is related to his ability (i) to recog-
nize these pressures as they are constantly reiterated within 
the typical radio serial and (ii) to predict future plot 
developments on the basi s of these values and other informa-
tion presented within the serial . 
We presented the general hypothesis that predisposition 
to conform to cultural and social pressures would contribute 
to the individual ' s ability to predict a stereotypic serial 
plot . To make the field of investigation !nanageable , we 
used the written responses of the subjects as a basis .for 
determining conformity predispositions and ability to predic t 
plot . 
A number of statements and hypotheses were made relative 
to the main hypothesis ; these were: 
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1 . Subjects ' degree of ability to predict plot would in-
dicate the extent to which a typical serial consistent-
ly manifests the norms and values inherent in our 
culture which contribute to their stereotypic plot 
formula ; i . e. , the higher the plot predictability, 
the more manifest these norms and values . 
That the plot found in our typical serial was 
stereotypic insofar as it manifested the norms and 
values of our culture was indicated by the fact that 
no reliable difference was observed in high and low 
conformists' ability to predict it . (Tables IV and V) 
2 . The greater the familiarity with radio serials, the 
greater will be the subjects' predictive ability. 
The relationship between familiarity w1th radio 
serials and predictive ability was not analyzed as 
too few subjects indicated any familiarity with radio 
serials . 
3 . High-conforming subjects will be more apt than low-
conforming subjects to base their predictions on past 
experience with radio serial listening because high 
conformists could be expected to perceive a familiar 
pattern or consistencies running through all serials 
and would apply this pattern to the present serial . 
High conforn1ists might be more formula conscious. 
Our results indicated that high conformists do 
tend to base their predictions on the first program 
primarily on the past (Table XII) . However, their 
predictions dealing with the second program were 
based primarily on the present or test serial, with 
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the exception of the trait ratings . Thus , our 
hypothesis that high conformists would base their 
predictions predominantly on the past were only 
partially substantiated . 
4 . Low- conforming subjects will be more apt to base 
their predictions prL~arily on present experience 
with the serials heard in the test situation because 
the low- conformists might be expected not to have 
looked for or be en conscious of for.mulas or patterns 
when they were evidenced in their past experience 
with radio serials . Thus the low conformists would 
tend not to relate the test serial to past serials. 
Aa evidenced by the results , low conformists 
relied almost equally on past and present experience 
as a basis for their predictions on the first program 
but showed a definite trend in basing their predictions 
on the present when dealing with the second program 
(Table XII) . Thus again our hypothesis that low con-
f ormists would base their predictions on the present 
serial were partially substantiated . 
It was also found that all subjects, regardless of 
their conformity predispositions, tended to base their 
predictions on the present serial (Table XIII ) . This 
was significantly true of those predictions based on 
the second program. 
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5 . High- conforming subjects will rate the main serial 
character higher on physical appearance and character 
traits than will the low conformists . This is, in 
some degree, an outcome of the high conformis ts' 
projecting their own des ired attributes and having 
them confirmed by the media . Low conformists will 
give a lower rating on the traits because they may 
be expected to place less value on , and b e less sensi-
tive to , such socially desirable traits as manifested 
in the serials . 
Results indicated no significant difference be-
tween the character trait ratings of high and low 
conformists be~ore exposure to the test serial (Tables 
VIII and IX) . Thus our hypothesis that high conform-
ists would give a higher trait rating than low before 
exposure to the test serial was not substantiated. 
6. High-conforming subjects ' ratings of traits held by 
the main serial character will r emain at the same 
level before and after exposure to the test serial , 
they being less sensitive to the idiosyncratic traits 
and more sensitive to the general role traits drama-
tized . 
Results indicate that high conformists gave a 
higher average trait rating after exposure to the 
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test serial than before (Tables X and XI) . Thus our 
hypothesis was not substantiated . 
7 . Low- conforming subjects• rating of traits held by the 
main serial character will be lo·w·er than their before 
ratinBS after exposure to the test serial . 
Results , however , showed that the low conformi sts , 
instead of giving a lower rating as hypothesized , 
slightly increase their average rating . It was also 
found that all subjects , regardless of conformi ty 
predispositions , increas.ed their average trait rating 
after exposure to the test serial . 
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8 . High conformists will have a more accurate stereotypic 
conception of radio serials than lov1 conf ormists as 
determined before exp osure to the test serial . 
No significant diff erences were observed be~veen 
high and low conformists as to the correctness of 
their stereotypic images (Table II) . However , trends 
were evidenced in certain areas of response which 
seem to indicate that high conformists do tend , as 
hypothesized, to have a more accurate stereotypic 
image of radio serials than low conf ormists . 
Regardless of conformity predispositions , results 
indicated that more subjects held correct stereotypic 
images than not before exposure to the test serial , 
vi th some areas of the L'TI.age being more accurate than 
others (Table III) . 
Our general hypothesis that high-conformists' predisposi-
tions to conform to cultural and social pressures would contri-
bute to their ability to predict a stereotypic serial plot was 
not substantiated.. No sie;nificant differences VTere observed 
as to high and low conformists' ability to predict plot on 
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the basis of the test serial (Tables IV and V). It was further 
observed that certain aspects of the stereotypic plot in the 
test serial were more successfully predicted than others by 
the majority of subjects regardless of conformity predisposi-
tions (Tables VI and VII). 
Our data were analyzed in the following ways: 
(l) Comparison of high and low conformists as to correct-
ness of stereotypic serial i mage before exposure to 
the test serial . 
(2) Analysis of all subjects as to correctness of stereo-
typic serial image before exposure to the test serial . 
(3) Comparison of hieh and low confor_ ists as to correct-
ness of prediction on the basis of the test serlal . 
(4) ~nalysis of all subjects as to correctness of predic-
tion on the basis of the test serial. 
(5) Comparison of high and low conformists as to time on 
which predict ions were based. 
(6) ~nalysis of all subjects and time on which predictions 
vrere based . 
( 7) Comparison of high and l ·ow conformists as to trait 
ratings before exposure to test serial . 
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(8) Comparison of high and low conformists as to change 
in character trait r atings after exposure to test serial . 
(9) Analysis of all subjec t s as to change in character 
trait rating s after e xposure to serial . 
Some information may be deduced from the above findings 
on differences in high and low conformists as to the correct-
ness of their stereotypic serial images and the time on which 
they tend to base their predictions when presented with an 
uns t r·uctured situation . 
In reference to the main hypothesis , the results seem to 
indicate the following general conclusion: Present s i tuation 
rather than conformity predispositions operates most strongly 
in influencing predictions , if the present situation is com-
para tively unambiguous as to i n terpretation . 
Further research which might be suggested on the basis of 
these results could be found in the followinG areas: 
) a study of the relat ionship between conformity and 
non-conformity in predicting a completely ambiguous 
plot or situation not reflecting our cultural pressures 
or values . 
b) a study of the effect of subjects' ability or lack of 
ability to predict plot on his en·j.oyment of the presenta-
tion . 
AP?ENDI X I 
· ~uestionnaire 1 5 , 
i'e l 0 e r- - n '.l • u •:t 
' • :: :t • • • • ., "' ... 0 ~ ., ... t; ;) -:.. • • ~. ·J ~. 0 ., (' ., ·~ u " 
-~IDDLE DAY 
VIHMITlONS 
The foll owing queetionairc which you are requested to answer ia baaed 
upon knm1lerlge of fuctB knol,tin e.bou:J:. human relations,. The queetiona cover 
many aa pectli of life 0i tuationa in whic h peopb are invol ved o It ie not 
~xpec·ted t ha t you kno1rJ the cor:roct 1.1o.nswer to these q·ue!)stione . You are reL· 
qut'etod to chooae what you belh•Ve is the right answer and go on quickly 
to the n xt quoetion" 
At the o;{tremi!l right of eet11h 1.te;m below D FJ:ClRCLE the ini Ual that ie 
the aarrl.'l e.a the i ni tie l of the a.newer you believe t o be corrN:t., Here ie 
L Of ell babieo bo :rn 0 w~a.t proportion do y ou think are boya'l 
a) ?1~ b) 4l~b (~1~!. d) 617" ~e) 71~ 
b G d e 
percentage of service rnon main:,ained ateady correspondenco wi t.h thoir 
f'(ir.miliea'l 
a) 45% b) 55% d ) 75% 
a b c d 
2o Army etudiee have ehown that if it means another drink and more freedo~ , 
what percentage of men are willing to go A . \~ .O . L" from camp durinr t ra i ning? 
a) 27% b) 40% d) 66% o) 79% 
a b c d e 
,5 .. Statietice show that \'that percent of people who borrow money from f riend a 
repay it aa eoon as possibla7 
a ) 25% b) .58% c) 51% d) 64% ~) 77% 
b c d 
4, Social etudiee recently unearthed t~e fnct that tr1e average American boy of 
pre-high school age ie likely to run away fro~ home -
a) 4 tiwee t b) 5 times, c) 6 times, d) 7 times, e) 8 tireee. 
a b c d e 
5~ According to a well=known report, w~at percentage of unmarried Alrerican 
males would attempt eexuel intercouree if they were sure of' not being 
caught 'I 
a) 15% b) 247~ d) 4~~ e) 51% 
a b c d 
6,, It has been found ti1et tr1e following perc~mtagc of people who find lo ~ t 
articles return the~ to their owners: 
a ) 27% b)405~ c) 5?~~ d) 66~~ ~) 79~~ 
a b c d e 
7. Public Opinion polls ehow thet t~e fol lwoing percentage of men think it 
~ i e stupid to kee~ promiees: 
a) l(r,~ b) 20% 
a b c d e 
8 o Studies have shown what percentage of men •··ho tfuink it is all right to 
ca rve initials and write the:r name< 1~ public buildi~~e7 
a)45% b)55% d )75r" 
a b c d 
• 
I ~. ' •• 1_ .,.1 ..... 
walls in men e raoma? 
d )66;~ 
a b c d e 
10,, Statis t ics show whap percentage of' people in this country aro actually 
glad of the prospect of war because it promisee more opportunity for 
pe raonel gain? 
c )51~~ d) 64~~ e )777~ 
a b 0 d 
llo Numerous Rtudie s have shown thr:t out of ell rnen receiving unereployrcent 
checks, whet percentr: ge consider thi e enough to prevent them f rorr. looldng 
f or a job! 
b )407~ d )60; .. e ) 7CJ,~ 
a b c d 
12, Recent opini on polling has indicated what percentage of our population 
fee l it is eilly to eave for the futurei 
495~ 
(l ) ~7t: b • c )~95" d )69}~ p e ) 79;: 
a b c d 
l.?o The number of job chan_f,ee annually attributed to the average American 
ae calcuh.tted by the U.s , Employment Service ie : 
a)2 b); o)4 d)5 e)6 
a b 0 d e 
14" Stat1Pticf! ehow t?wt wor:<ere who chnnf:e jobs o~'ten are happy~ 
a ) all of the ti~e, b) mopt of the ti~e, c) part of t~e time , 
d) eme 11 amount of the ti~e, e ) none of the tizr.e o 
a b c d e 
l5a Reeearch hae ahotvn tna t by ;o years of age, most men ha ve had t i1e 
f ollowing number of jobs: 
a)2 b)4 c) 6 d)8 e )lO 
a b c d e 
E O 
16o Publi c opinion polls show ••hat percentap:e of peo!Jle f'eol it if' silly to moke 
c lose friends~ipe becauee few prople can really understand you? 
b)4~~ 
a b c d e 
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' ) 1.2 v 2 yro. 
b c d e 
18~ Recorde of the Aracrice.n Tourist, Inc " show <lha t pe r cent ee;e o: touriata 
eend or bring home eouvenirs for loved one~ whjle vacationine;? 
a)45% b)55% 
a b c d e 
19. A recent eurvey hae enown that a ~an retains what percentage of hie 
high school frienda, f1v~ years after graduation? 
a b c e 
20r Social studies reveal vr :1et percentae;e of young men feel \~omen are 
inferior and dir.ty7 
a)lO% b)20% 
a b c d e 
21. Family relation etud:tea sho•,, '.;hap percentage of young men prefer 
life but marry becauee society demands it? 
a)42% b)52J11 c )62}~ d )7 2i" e)82~~ 
a b c d 
22o Opinion polle ehm., wl1at percentoge o f rren beleive that they had a 
definite place in life end that they were t o just wait unti l the 
rit:ht time ca~e along? 
a) 67~<- b )72'Ju c )775~ 
a b c d e 
2'" Reporte of marriage etatietice show what percentage of men married ~ore 
than } tiMee becaused the•· believed t':'!At 11 one of these times 1 111 e;et 
the right one?" 
a)2&fc, b )415~ d )67~" e) ao; .. 
b c d e 
24. Statietice released by the F.B.I . show t'1at what percentae;e of t.merican men 
would not heFitote to kill a petty thief treepeeeing on their property? 
e )80';~ 
a b c d 
6 2 
by 1-;he:t pe1"centag '· of sc d. 'll s c l1~ntists J e~s detorm:lnod in a re cent conv6ntion 
a)27~~ 
8. b c d e 
26o Statistica releaeed by a local Jetective Bureau show what percentage of men 
wi ll offer strong resistance to petty robbery even 1f they ere f a ced 
with e. gun? 
a)21% b) 28~~ 
a b c d e 
2'7. The •-~nrvard Ree 1"arch Buree.u found \1hat percentec;e of hit-nnd~- run driver8 
were concerned only with the extent of daii'age to t :1eir cars? 
a)l87<- e);O% 
b 0 d 
28o Social Studiae e~O\·.· what percentage of 9eople feel that being present 
a t t~e deathbed of a close relative ie juet being mo rbid! 
a)287o 
b c d e 
~~9. Careful etudiee by the Insti tue of Iium·m Relotiona Elhow what percentage 
of men feel it is e eign of weak~es~ to feel guilty just because we 
have injured eomeona '/ 
a)26~~ C )52'/o 
a b c d e 
~0 . Research by the Institute of ;;amily Relatione ehow what percenta:e of' 
men felt thr!t their iror."edinte fnrnily 1 e t r oubles were not their own? 
b )40~~ d)6o;~ 
e. b c d e 
;>1 . In a rece[) t study, the follo•J~ ing percent~ge of !r.er. who have younger 
aietere stnted tr.ey d~d not care ':<ho t hapr)enod to them on dates'l 
e. )27};, 
a b c d 
) 2o Amy enlietn:ent rc portc >-thst pe rcentee;e enli rted n:erely for t"le 
satiafact.ion of sportiqr a uni:orm? 
b )41';~ d)61~-
a b c d 
55. What pcrcentDfe o~ uen who onliPt in a polic~ roeerv1 force do ao 
rrerely for the aatir-i'action of weflrinf! a uniforiT anc carryine; a eun? 
3 )l}2/u b )527" c )627~ d )72> e )825u 
a b c d e 
)LI. Statistical reports u show what percentage of rr.e L who are unconcerned 
with the emotions of thei r girl friende? 
a )29/v b)40j" c)51?~ d)62'iv e )7;~; 
a b c d e 
55· Studiea have shoNn vJhnt percentnee of soldiers, ueed to killinB; quickly , 
who find therreelvea having thie: urge after being difci'larged'l 
b) 20;. e )5CYio 
a b c d 
)6. Accordine to treff'ic recorda P ·.:hat pE rcentsge of people be i nr; chased 
by a po liceman for a traffi c offense tr:r and get away? 
b)15/" 
b c d e 
57.. Studies in human relP.tione · inciicate what percentB.:;e of per~.>:)ns c;0 not 
heed a sign "private door" and bor7e right 1n7 
c )62'}~ d )7Z,~ 
a b c d e 
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* =c or re ct rPspons~ 64 
AGE ___ _ 
5c WHat type o:f radio prog-ram do you lis·ten to most of'ten1 (CHECK ONE) 
2o Ne JS 
3,, Spor"'!"'t-s_--._:~-· 
4 () Eveni11g 
drama-"=---
5o Daytime serial= .. ---=--=, 
6o Educational 
7 o Variety (such as Ed Sullivan 
and Arthur Godfre~>-=---= Bo Comedy ________ _ 
6<, What type of tele·vision program do you view most often? 
lo Music = =-----
2c News "" 
3 '-' sports==--=----
4o Ev~ning 
dram.,=---
7 o Do you Jj.sten to any of t.he following prog~ams regularly1 
3o Pep!Jer Young 0 s Family:~-~ 
4o Young Widder Brown -·---
Bo Vfuere do you think the locale of the daytime serial you are about to 
hear vd 11 be? 
lo Large city 
(100,000 popo >~~=-=""" 
* 2o Middle sized town 
(50,000 popo) ~~ 
3 (J Small or rural town 
(9 11 000 popo) ~ ~ 4o An isolated loca."""t""'i-on_(,_s_u_c-:.-h-
as a farm or mining site)=-===--
9" In the program you are about to hear~ do you think the main character 
will be uale or :female * ? (CHECK 0~~) 
~---
lOc Will the progz~am be concerned wit..h a problem? Yes_==-===--=·· =- No """""'~--
llo What occupation do you think the main character in a serial is most ap~ 
t.c ba ve? (CHECK ONE) 
l ., High official ... __ So Housewife ,;, 
2o Big 'business -===·--....- 6.:- Small bus:i.ness 
3o Society person-=~·--=-· 7 o Skilled wage -=------
4o Professional earner 
Bu Unskilled 1ag~ · 
earner____. . ·= =-- --· 
9" Entertainer=""""-""""" 
1 •:> C..• 
13, 
14 .. 
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t':1l.?.."t. occup:-.:.:c.~on do you t .hil k the sccond..-:l:ey C~2dl·c:.e -k~-'.:.· 
'·· J: • ' 
to 1:a ve 1' ( CEECE. O .. TE) 
High of"i"ic i .sls -· b o II oust:vJ · .... res 
Bi g business_.. __ Go Small business- ·-
Societ y people~------ people 
Prof~ssionals~- 7o Skill~d wag~ earners .. ~==---· 
8o Unskilled wage earners 
---~ .... 9., Entertn.iners , ____ _ 
\v.hat degree of the followi1~ traits do you feel ~he main character i s 
most apt to possess 7 ( CEECK ONE DEGREE FOR EACH TR.~IT) 
ve1~ above below 
L. intelligence: smart~avel"'a.g -~average~ __ average __ dumb __ 
2 .. loyalt.y: very above belotu 
loyal,~average~average __ aver·age_ _disloyal 
3o appearance: VC'r'J &e~v ~above belo·~ 
attractive average_average a.verage~,_ugly~=~ 
4Q honesty: very above belo1 
honest--=-average ___ A~HAge ____ average _____ deceitfUl-==-= 
5 -:· disposition: very above below 
happy ____ average-==average ____ average __ ~ ___ sad~==-=-
6 o gen~rosity: v.ry abov~ below 
generous-==average ____ averag~~--average-=--miser~y~~= 
7~ cl anliness: very above 
clean ___ average_~_average~below aver.age.~di ty~ .. 
very above below 
fair average verage ____ average uafair~==- -
8 justness: 
If' the them~ does revolve around a problem, wlat type of' problem. <io ycr 
think it is most apt to be? ~CHECK ONE) 
* 1.., 
2 
Courtship~~"':"""'­
Misunderst.anding 
betwe n friends~-----
3., Divorce 
40 Mon~y p-r-o'!'"b'="1-em_s_ 
(need far money) ..... __ __ 
6 o Pro:f~ssional 
(job getting and holding j __ " ___ _ 
So Crim~ 7 o I llae s~-s__,.( -ov-er_c_o-ming 
effects of') 
8 ., Self =jus·tif'ica'tion-:til'the :fac~ 
ot community· mis4nderstanding 
15., What or who do you think is most apt to be the c..ause of t.he problem? 
(CHECK ONE) 
1 . the main charact r 
---* 2o secondary character ____ ~ 
3~ natural causes 
(storm, fir , etc0~ 
16 o How often are the problems solv d? (CHECK ONE ) 
~' 1 always 
2 most of t he time ·--~ 
3o sometimes=-----
4~ nev@r ______ __ 
17" Wl'l6 all what is most. apt t.o solve the problem? (CHECK Ol\TE ) 
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* ·t€'mnorarily JJ>. .......-.-.... ._._ ___ _ 
not at all_~----~-
;. ,., 
-... -
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iY.ii\ .. ME _....,_. ___ ______ ;o __ ,_,.,_~~"'"'-----&-........__ ____________ ~- AGE. __ _ 
OCCUPATION 
----·-~--_.,-..-----~----·\~~- It"" ___ .,_ SEX --~--.... 
(UESTION"S BASF..D ON PROOR~ #1 (CHECK ONE) 
(If an alternative which y · u pref er :i.s not included in ~ach qu st.ions pl ase ewri to it. il'l o ) 
lo Will Ellen 
ao 
bo 
~::: (~ <> 
do 
eo 
marry Anthony bt!for the y~ar ie up ·-=-----
marry Ant,hony aftqlr the y ar is up:_...,_ , 
no·t marry gain at all _ . . == ·-
don0t. know 
ot.h@r ~-------~-~·--·-----
2o Will Anthony 
~ 0 
:;~ bo 
C o 
do 
e o 
give up his position and go t o N~w York ·-r-· 
remain in Simpsoftvill~ and r~tsin his position at the hospital 
remain in Simpsonvill but relinquish his positioB at the hoepltal 
don°t kftow ~~ 
other ------=-----~ ·------~--------------------·--------------=-----
----=-----------~-----------------·~~---··--------------~------~~~ ---~ 
3o Will Ell 11 
eta go away with Allthony: 
bo stay in Simpsonville-without Antho y-----
* Cc rtm:ain iH Simpsonville with Anthony - ---
do l eave Simpsonvill@ without Anthony -~-------­
@ o don 8t know ----------
~o oth~r ---------------------~----------------------------------------
4a It the probl i~ ~olved, will it b@ most apt to b e solv~d by 
* a" Ellen alon~ ~,._.. __ _ 
be Anthony alon 
co Ellsn and Antholly __ _ 
d a another character -------
eo a change of circumstances independent o~ Ellen and Anthony (such aa 
proo:t' that the will le:t't by Anthonyn !l deceased wife is invalid)''-~­
f o don•t know 
gQ oth~r---··---------------------------------------------------------------·-----
5~ Will Ellen and AnthoBy 
ao eolv~ th~ir probl~m imm~diately === 
b" lfU! 'Ver eolve "c.htdr pr obl0m _ ·-=- _ =- ~ 
* rc, 1'-R!I.Ve tfi resolve oth .. r problems b@'fore ·this olle========~~ 
d o doB 0 t. know 
~r. othGr ______ -----------------------------------·--------------------·-----
, '\ , 
6 8 
--------------~-----·----- ----
.,_,.._ _________ r...-a..,,..:--;...-- ~ ... .,_,, -
7~ Will Vic~oria, Anthony~s sist r 
* a.,, do not.hing for or e.ge.ic,gt Al thony and :h:lltn'l=·-=--- _ 
b, driv~ Anthony and Ell n part 
c."' bfl wo 1 ~;y~;rtar to helping Anthonyand Ellttn 
d., conspir vitb Mro Cart,w,:•ight, th ~ lawy~r 11 agi":i.nst EllEtn ___ _ 
@(J don't know 
f,. oth~r. ...:_---_-_------
----.,.--~-----~·-----·--·-
-----------------------------------~------------------ -------·-----
8~ Will th town 
....... -A..----.--~---·--·~-
. : n:;, .; c .. 'I',. r:.N~. Rf (" T; ~-J· (tJIT r ·-. ,., .• ... r, q ·~· 
_ • - , • J -' . ; h~.. N. '· fft':. 
( Ollt) ; 
t'ri ng g~">t:\lj n w ... !:!.;. '@'t;;. d~ ~~>:··r f'~t ~~nt. nr· b1fl:m 
b. bring bad ""' 1: tn 1"1Jt•tl1~-"t c:omplic:!tf' Ell~nus pr .. ::ent. 
t11.: w~~ l 
LJtf"~"Jd"W::e a~~-~~~t--5b'I .m 
d . no.. bi! rfl' lttv_ nt. t.'::· t1:. ::;r:o'F~;m--· · 
~" doni' t know ---·-·-
_r 
'f" oth r ·- u•- ------------J.A4--~._ .... ,..--~-----.. -.--~ ---------... -~---
2 Will Ell·n be 
a., hostil . to I sabelle _____ _ 
bn neutr to I eabell 
Cc. :friendly to Isab~l)_-==--
,;.: "' hav~ mixed t'~eling tow.~;~rds I::?abe l le_ --~ 
e.. don ' t, know 
f" other. -n· . =··=---- w----·-----
_.._..··------- -... ----------·--------o;o..-.. ,_,_~--~---··- -- ...  --·· 
" b\1' frl.endl y to Anthon;>·· 'ind Ell n_. __ _ 
b,, b~· l"lt"'Jtral t o Ant·hony and Ell!! r: _____ ~ 
* Co b~ ho~tile to Ant hony and Ell@n--~­
d" don' t kn ow 
l! '- oth.~r·- --~~·-·---- ., .. -~--~-~ 
--------.-----·----~-
, 
.i 
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4u Will Isabelle 
ao dr·v A:nthOilY and Ellt!-n apc.rt 
* be cr at~ a. nlfW r;robl~m _____ ,_ 
c ~, help Anthony and Ellen--r-soiveth~· ir pr~s~.nt 
do don't kr~ow 
probl*m 
-----... w-
e" oth@or ---
---·--==------
------------------------·---------------------------
5 c Will Isab~lle's husband 
'~ ac 
be. 
Co 
driv@o Anthony and Ell@n apart 
solv~· Ell~n•e nd Anthony's p~bl~m as r~gards the will 
be instrumental in solving Ellen's and Anthony~s probl~~m----------
do don5t know __________ __ 
eo oth~r----------------------------~·------------------------,~------
6o Will Isabelle 0 s husband 
,;, a.., be :friendly to Anthony and Ell<!n __ _ 
bo be neutral to thl!m 
c" be hostile to them ------------
d .. don't know ------
eo oth@r -----------------·------- ·-------- . 
7._ Who w e on the :rront porch watching Anthony and Ellen'( 
a .. Isab~lle __ ~~-
bo VIr .. Cartv,-right=----r---
* Co lsab@olle's husband._ ____ _ 
d., don't know 
~o other --------------.... --------------------------------------------·-----
What degr~e o! th . 'following traits dlo you :t\~4!1 the main charac t.er (El l 
B1 ... own) poss~ss~s? (CHECK ONE DEGREE FOR FACH '.PRAIT) 
very abo·vf' below 
l., intellig~nce: smart~ __ .av~rage ___ av~ragt!. __ averagf!! __ 
very abov below 
dumb 
-
2 •. loyalty~ loyal_averagft~--,-aVfl!rag~ ___ a.vt'rage ____ disloyal_ 
very above below 
3 , apJ:-t!ara.nc«': a.ttra~tive ___ averag@ ______ av(!ra.ge __ av~rag~ __ ugl:v _ 
v~ry abov~ below 
4o hon~Erty: hon~st __ aveorag~~~-av.-,.agf>~ __ av~ra.ge__ __d cei tt"ul 
. Vf!lry above b~low 
5{, disp•:>eii~Hn't: liappy __ av~rag ____ averag~. ___ avf'rag~--- ~;:>ad_~---· 
V~"l"Y &.bov-.::. be low 
6" fS«" O"'J"O~i ty~ gerl~!"O\H~ ...... ~·-eVfl':r"agflo ,_ ___ =aVI!'i:"t!l.g~ ~~V~1"ngf~------mL rly~ 
. "0 
.:.:.:.:1.;~ 
~---·-· ------.~---... ,_._....._,._ . ..~.. .... __ 
-------- ----------------·-------
v ry above below 
7 " cleanlin~ss:clean_~v rage_~~a.v~rag ·-.. -~. __ avera.ge_, ___ dirty_ 
very above be low 
So justn~es: fair ______ ~av~rage ___ , ____ av~rag@ _____________ a v@rage ________ _ 
PLEAEE REVIEW YOUR ANE\'JFRS AND BFf:!DE EACH ONE MARK AN X FOR THOSE ANSWF.R.., 
WHICH YOU BAeED SOLELY ON YOUR PA~T EX:YRIENCE WITH RADIO SERIALS At-ID AN C 
FOR THCFE ANf:WFRS WEICH YOU BAPED SOLELY 01\T TPF. PROORAHB YOU HAVE JUfT HEA 
FOR ANY AN!?WER WHICH If' THE REf"ULT OF A COMBINATION OF PAST EXPFRIENCE AiiD 
THFf:F PROORAMS_, li!ARK AN mo 
APPENDIX II 
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APPENDIX I I 
SCRIPT CONTENT FOR "YOUNG WI DDER BROWN 11 
Program #1 
ttyoung Widder Brown - the story of a widow with two father-
less child1•en to support , the story of the age - old conflict 
between a mothe1•' s duty and a woman 1 s heart ." 
Ellen Brown is facing 11 t he mos t dangerous crisis in her 
life" brought about by a. wi l l drawn up by the deceased wife 
of the man Ellen loves , Dr . Anthony Loring . The will leaves 
Ellen a quarter of a mill ion dollars if she promises never to 
marry Anthony . Ellen does not wish to give up Anthony, how-
ever , and refuses to accept t he money. 
Two secondary characters are presented as being "determined 
to use the will a.s a weapon to create conflict between Ellen 
and Anthony." These people are Anthony ' s sister , Victoria , 
who has always hated Ellen , and the father of Anthon¥'s de-
ceased wife , Jason Randall , who is determined that Anthony 
will never marry Ellen . Anthony knows Victoria helped to trap 
hi1n into a loveless marriage with his for-m.er wife , but he 
states she must not come between him and Ellen again. 
Anthony dislikes the newspaper publicity his wife's will 
is getting . It places him in "a most peculiar positionn -
that of a man who stands between the woman he loves and her 
chance to inherit a fortune . Ellen also feels very badly 
about the newspaper publi cit y concerning the will . She lmows 
it makes Anthony f eel uncomfor t able that the whole town is 
making a field day of the situation . Anthony says he feels 
like a public spectacle , that the publicity makes it impossi-
ble for him to remain in Simpsonville, and that the only way 
out is for him and Ellen to leave town and go to New York 
where he can take a post in a hospital . Because he and Ellen 
have agreed to wait at leas t a year after his wife's death to 
be married, he wants to f i nd an apartment in New York for 
Ellen and her two childr·en . 
Ellen is incredulous that Anthony can consider leaving 
his work in Simpsonville , but Anthony insists that she must 
prove her love for him by going away with him. 
Program #2 
Ellen receives a telegram from her cousin Isabelle 
Jennings . "Anthony sees a shadow cross her face and hears 
a tenseness in her voice as she says , ' Isabelle ' s coming to 
Simpsonville to take over the paper mill from a man named 
Edward Enders . I suppose duty demands that I call her at her 
hotel and welcome her and her husband Ale c to Simpsonville .' " 
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The announcer asks what highly disturbing complications 
the arrival of attractive Isabel le Jennings will have for 
Anthony and Ellen . 
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Isabelle and Alec Jennings are then presented in their 
hotel . Ellen calls Isabelle , who is depicted as a brilliant, 
hard career woman, completely contemptuous of her very feminine 
cousin Ellen, although she is very cordial to Ellen herself . 
Ale c is portrayed as being instantly sympathetic with Ellen . 
He challenges his wife's feelings toward her cousin . He is 
obviously hen-pec1ced, without the ambitious , domineering per-
sonality of his wife . 
Is.abelle says that Ellen will be useful in helping her 
and Ale c find a place to live. Alec wants a small cozy home, 
but Isabelle claims she hasn ' t time for anything but her career . 
Alec insists she must forget her career and concentrate on their 
marriage . Isabelle is completely unsympathetic with him, so 
Ale c leaves to take a walk. 
Several hours later , Ellen and Anthony are presented in 
Ellen's living room. They are discussing the fact that they 
can 't even think about marriage for another year . Ellen re-
peats that she won't give up Anthony for the fortune she could 
have . She then expresses her feelings toward Isabelle saying 
that Isabelle's self-assurance always made her feel inferior 
and inadequate . Anthony says that perhaps Ellen isn't a 
"clever , driving career womanu but that she is "lovel:; and 
soft and utterly feminine .. tt 
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Ellen, at this point, sees a face at the window watching 
them. The announcer asks who this person could be and why he ' s 
watching . "Does an unpleasant surprise await Ellen and Anthony1" 
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